Interactive eLearning illustrations
for the translation of
implementation science
into practice
Translation:
Universally accessible eLearning
Complex implementation
science concepts accessible
without onsite support
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• greater reach
• basic/didactic covered
online to reduce necessary
onsite time
• animated narratives
• scenario-based,
narrative examples
• hands-on,
experiential learning
• personalized feedback

Learner activity data collection
• fully customized, meaningful data
• line of sight into strengths and
weaknesses prior to site contact

Tailoring:
More efficient and effective onsite support
Systematic, strategic,
and customized approach
to boost onsite impact

MODULE FOUR

Managing Coalition Implementation Team Tasks and
Establishing a Coalition Leadership Team
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Coalition Leadership Team Invitation
Request agency leaders to join your coalition leadership team.

Try your hand at writing your request:

Your request should look something like this:
Dear _______________ agency leader,
Acknowledge and appreciate what your partnership with the
agency has already accomplished: We have been pleased to
partner with your agency to provide Triple P interventions across
Grand County and we’re excited about the progress we’ve made
together so far.
Explain next steps you’re hoping to take with the coalition:
The next steps for our coalition include the development of a
collaborative vision and the establishment of community-wide
Triple P strategic plans that address identified community needs.
We also need to develop strategies for continuous
communication across coalition members and shared
measurement systems for data collection, reporting, and quality
improvement.
Provide rationale for your request: To move these steps
forward, we recognize that our (lead) agency and team cannot
lead the coalition alone. We need leadership from you and other
partners already participating in the Grand County Triple P
Coalition.
Make the request: As an initial investor in Grand County’s Triple
P coalition, we would like to request that you and the key Triple
P implementation support staff in your service agency join our
newly forming coalition leadership team. We hope to get this
team and our next steps off the ground soon, so we’d be pleased
to connect to discuss more details and answer any questions
you might have about your involvement.
Thank You,
Grand County Implementation Team
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Building Capacity for Stronger
Systems and Communities

• review, extend,
enhance, or skip areas
depending on existing
learner knowledge
• onsite plans detailing
how to provide highly
tailored support
• greater efficiency of
onsite time
• greater learner
engagement and
motivation

